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In 

Rowan Class 

Year 3/ 4 

The Roman 

impact on the UK 

Autumn 

General Information 

• Forest school every other Thurs – 

wellies in school please. 

• PE on Tuesday: come to school in 

PE kit. 

• 26th September: Roman Aylsham 

Project in to visit our class. 

• 14th October : visit to The Time and 

Tide museum for Roman’s day. 

Literacy 

We have started by making catapults and 

writing instructions on the process. We will 

we write up recounts of our Aylsham 

Roman Project visitors and of our trip to The 

Tide and Time museum. After half term we 

have a couple of exciting stories to read 

that will help us imagine what life would 

have been like during the Roman Empire. 

PE 

We will be learning invasion game 

skills and how to apply these to 

games such as netball. The second 

half term will be gymnastics. 

 

Mathematics 

Our first half term will look at place value 

and counting. This will extend into 

rounding and negative numbers for the 

older children. We will all have a go at 

Roman numerals and explore the Roman 

influence on our calendar. After half term 

we will move onto addition, subtraction and 

multiplication.  

Religious Education 

We have just written our own prayers for our class 

book and will be moving onto our main questions 

which are: What do Muslims believe about god? 

What difference does being a Muslim make to 

daily life? We will also be preparing prayers and 

poems for harvest and remembrance.  

Computing 

We will start with e-safety and then begin using 

the new laptops for programming. 

 

Science 

 We will begin with the 

topic: Animals, including 

humans. This will start by 

looking at healthy eating 

and moving on to 

digestion and the 

skeleton. Science will be 

taught on Friday by Mrs. 

Partridge.   

 

Topic 

Our main focus is to think about how 

the Roman’s actually changed the 

way of life in the UK. This will mean 

learning about their military, their 

emperors and the daily life of 

everyday people. In art we will make 

mosaics and in geography we will look  

at important Roman places in the UK. 

Music 

Singing will continue with Claire each week. 

We will start a new music unit reviewing key 

vocabulary, ready for our whole class ukulele 

lessons in the spring.  

 


